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NetEnt offers an air of luxury with the 
launch of Turn Your FortuneTM  – With MAX 
version 

  

Inspired by French Art Nouveau, Turn Your FortuneTM and Turn Your 

Fortune MAX offers players an experience of majestic grandeur, 
stunning collectable symbols and exciting game mechanics. 
 

In this 5-reel, 4-row, 40-bet line slot game, the players collect French-styled golden symbols 

from the reels and go up the coin win ladder. The mechanic appears in both Fortune Re-

Spins and Free Spins, and the players get wins both from the bet lines and from the Fortune 

Wins.  

The Free spins features starts with a 3-tier Free Spins Wheel. When the Free Spins Wheel 

stops, the position of its tiers defines the number of Free Spins won (7 to 13), the collectable 

symbol in Free Spins and the starting Fortune Wins level (2, 3 or 4). The Fortune wins in 

Free spins can be up to 2000 times the bet.  

The Fortune Re-spins pays up to 200 times the bet. And both Free spins and Re-spins can 

be triggered on the same bet. 

Turn your Fortune follows Berryburst as the second release in NetEnt’s MAX product line. 

MAX offer higher volatility and allows operators to cater to different player needs in different 

areas of their offering, 

“Turn Your Fortune and its sibling Turn Your Fortune MAX offers great and innovative game 
mechanics. I’m sure players will have an exciting experience as they work their way up the 
Fortune ladder. The Art Nouveau-inspired theme with golden details and intricate décor, will 



 
 

take players back to France in the late 19th Century,” says Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director 
of Game Products. 
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NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s 
most successful online casino operators. Since its inception in 1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving 
the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is 
committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition. NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), 
employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, Gothenburg, New Jersey, Krakow and Gibraltar. 
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